NB. This Discourse is Principally Directed toward the EGA and SOEPDC, however, due to the fact that we continue to seek
many more Dear Souls to join the Elemental Grace Alliance Divine Plan, We are being asked to share with all, so the Truth
of Our Purpose here, is Open and Transparent for all to consider for themselves, to be a part of the EGA or not. In Love
We Share! – Peter www.elementalgracealliance.com

Father - Mother - Life, I call upon Beloved Lady Pallas Athena to share with us Her Message for the
8 : 8 Lions Gate and the Opening of the Seventh Seal for Humanity. You Dear Heart, have made your
Presence known to me since 7th August, and I now fully open to absorb the Truth of Love from you, in
this most Auspicious Shift in Time Lines of Consciousness of Humanity, now and in the future. Bless
You Dear One. - Peter.

“Dearly Beloveds, I Am Lady Pallas Athena, and I come today as part of the unfurling of
Consciousness for Humanity. I come today, not in my capacity as Patron of the 5th Ray of Concrete
Knowledge with Chohan Master Hilarion, but within My Role and Capacity as the Chohan of the 12th
Ray of the One Unity Consciousness of Mother, Father Life, Over Lighted by The Mahatma, Lord
Ardal and Eternal Oneness.
“Within the Discourses of the Elemental Grace Alliance My Presence was felt through My Beloved
Divine Consort, The Maha Chohan. Today I come at Peter’s request to share something with you all
that has not openly been shared before within this Resonant Vibrational Force Field called the Elemental
Grace Alliance. I therefore wish to Respectfully Call upon the entire Elemental Grace Alliance Council
and its Concentric Circles of Love, Light and Life to Join Us within this transmission to those who
presently have committed themselves to this Divine Plan, and to those whom may join at some time in
the future of its Divine Development. Dear Souls, allow me to begin by sharing with you something that
you are not fully aware of, although Your I Am Presence’s are slowly bringing to your Inner and outer
attentions such things.
“Each of you who are reading or listening to this, You stand at the threshold of the 12th Ray, with
Qualities and Virtues of Wisdom, Devotion, Illuminating Intelligence, Love, Power, Harmony, Peace,
Equilibrium, Creativity, Inspiration, Magnetism, Enlightenment And One Unity Consciousness. Your
Essences of these Qualities are Now Shining Forth, both individually and as a Group and this is a
wondrous and delightful thing to Observe.
“We hear you speak with the tongues of men and women, but walk in the Rainbow Hued Light of
Truth. We Who Direct your steps, are Lifted with Gladness by the courage of your words as you
continue to place them into the actions that make up your lives. This We Celebrate and Rejoice, when
you break each earthly chain of limitation. With blazing eyes, you look inward for the last shreds of
bondage and the means to free the Heart, so that it may Open to All.
“As a child, you Trusted the Voice within and you yourselves rejoiced in Its exuberance and clarity.
You are remembering once again your Roots and Origins and are regaining the Innocence of Youth. As
you do, you are being carried swiftly and joyfully ever upward as you open the Unconditional Heart of
Acceptance.
“Brothers and Sisters, as you cheer and inspire others, know that we endlessly Supply you with all
means necessary to carry out your Divine Work here, and all that you need will Divinely Manifest, as if
by magic at each point along the way.

“Know now that all answers to your questions about Your I Am Presence and Soul Self are accessible
at this time. No insight or tool is denied you, as you remember the fullness of your Knowledge and Love.
“So, claim your Birthright, and all Inheritance of Spirit, as you Serve to Anchor and Activate the 12th
Ray; as our HU-Man (Human Universal) Representatives, walking with the dignity and joy of "Ones
who Love most Greatly.
“The 12th Ray of Unity Consciousness or Christ Consciousness is the Golden Ray of the Age of
Aquarius, and holds the predominant focus of integrating and transcending the dualities of Humanity
for the experience of One Unity Consciousness in this New Golden Age. Hence, the message Dear Peter,
about the Gold in your dream, the night of the 1st August, after your operation on your knee. The 12th
Ray is the Golden Ray of Divine Perfection, so when we told you through this dream “to begin your
preparations now”, it was referring to the preparations needed to enter the Initiation of the 12th Golden
Ray, while simultaneously Opening the Seventh Seal, from your side of the veil, not only for yourselves
individually, but for the whole of Humanity. I will ask Peter to include here a full description of this Ray
in accordance to the Teachings and Instructions of Lord Melchizedek on how to view and imbue this
Ray. Thank you Dear One”!
This is an extract from the ‘Melchizedek Ambassadors of Light Program’ set out in ‘The Ray
Readings Manual’ communicated through Anrita Melchizedek, given to me in 2007 by Anrita and
recently giving me permission to share with the EGA Group. It continues this thread:

Thus, we see that each preceding Ray, from the First to the Eleventh, have given you the Gift of
Immortality through the experience and integration of your Sacred Contract and Life Purpose in
numerous incarnations. And now you are presented with a Ray that holds the Highest Vibration of
Christed Light of all Earthly Rays, and is a combination of all Twelve Rays with a Higher Quotient of
Source Light.
In Jacob’s Ladder, the Sphere Wisdom (Chokmah) relates to the Twelfth Ray of One Unity
Consciousness. Wisdom is described as the “Great Stimulator of the Universe”, and Ancient texts speak
of Wisdom as “Illuminating Intelligence” and the “Crown of Creation”. The Twelfth Ray is represented
by the magical image of a bearded male figure, a mature male. (e.g., Lord Melchizedek) Seated in Wisdom
and Maturity, you are a Divine Vessel of Light, having integrated the dualities inherent on this Earth
plane into One Unity Consciousness. And through this magical image, the Divine Father aspect to your
Immortal Nature is revealed. In the Tenth Ray of Divinity, you have the experience of initially removing
the veils of illusion, which continues through the Eleventh Ray of Illumined Truth. And now, the
activating of your Immortal Nature is complete through the removal of all bands of forgetfulness for all
time, space, and dimensions. Further to this, the Illumination and Wisdom of the Twelfth Ray presents
you with the ability to experience a Perfect physical form (The Adam Lilith Root Race) without the
experience of death, a gift given only to an enlightened Master through the actualization of the Twelfth
Ray. At this Level, the advanced Ascended Master Gifts are yours to access freely, and you may find
yourself suddenly teleporting, manifesting inanimate objects, regenerating the body, shape shifting and
so on.
This Ray can be seen as an emanating seed of thought, a Vesica Pisces, creating Light, and bringing
about the Flower of Life, a hidden mystery to your Immortal Nature, through the Divine Emanations of
the Twelve Rays, and the dynamic influence of the Zodiac. The streams of thought interweaving through
these Twelve Rays merge in Formlessness in the Twelfth Ray.
And yet, in contradiction, the form side is experienced in its Highest Divine aspect through the ability
of the Twelfth Ray to give rise to any form. Thus, we see a Ray that Manifests in Perfection with the

Divine, Creative Endeavors of Illuminating Intelligence and One Unity Consciousness. This Divine
Inspiration Magnetizes what it needs in Form through the Emanating Seed of Thought of Father God,
as the Giver of Life. (Just as Jesus did with the loaves and fishes, The Christ Letters)
The Twelfth Ray, further brings about the Divine experience of Tantra, meaning “Union with God”
through its Magnificent Energy, and the right use of your Sexual Energy. Adding to this magical
influence, in the integration of the Twelfth Ray, you have the ability to activate the two Etheric Immortal
chromosomes within the body, and to create a Reality as an Immortal Being of Light. And it is the
Delight of the physical form, and the Magnificence of your physicalness, which may allow you to
experience your Immortal Nature through Tantra.
The archetypes related to this Ray are that of the Father and Visionary. The Father archetype is
representative of the Divine Father and is not related to patriarchal control or domination issues. The
Father archetype brings a deep Wisdom and Unity Consciousness Focus through lifetimes of experiences,
and this is expressed very much as the Creator Energy, or the ability to Create and Manifest in Perfect
Harmony to All Life. This archetype further shines through from the Sphere of Understanding (Binah)
and a deep integration of polarities on both the Spiritual and physical planes, bringing a Perfect Balance
of the Divine Masculine and Feminine Energies, further amplified through the Over Lighting of Pallas
Athena, as Chohan to this Ray. The Visionary or Seer Knows and Expresses All Possibilities of Light
through the Golden Flame of Unity Consciousness and has the Gift of Creating and Manifesting
Programs of Light that will Lead All people into the Golden Flame. The Visionary has the Gift of
Knowing and Seeing beyond the veils of illusion and further to this, has the Gift of Being able to mould
and co-create the very Fabric of Reality. Change is the only constant in the Swirling’s of Light of Infinite
Possibilities and this is further depicted through the image of the Vesica Pisces.
Once you have reached the Levels of this 12th Ray, and it comes into your awareness, it shows a deeply
Devoted person to the Path of Illumined Truth, and very often a Mystery School Initiate, who has
integrated the Highest Levels of Initiation in Parallel Realities. This Ray may also show a person who is
bringing into their Reality friends and family from these Parallel Realities. This is a person who has the
Gift of Manifesting and Knows the Abundance of the Universe, and the Ability to Shape and Create into
Perfected Form whatever is needed in this Now. A Magnetic Personality, this Ray reveals a person who
is deeply aligned with Universal Wisdom and the Realms of Illumined Truth, able to bring Order and
Harmony, Wisdom, and Inspiration. This Ray may also show a person who is working with their
dualities through the deep and devotional embracing of their shadow side, and stepping more into their
Innate Power. Further to this, this Ray will assist in bringing through the Perfect Balance of the Divine
Feminine and Masculine archetypes as well as the Magnetization of your Divine Partner and Flame,
through the aligning of these polarities on the Inner Planes. This can be upon the physical planes or the
Inner Planes of Existence.
“Thank you and Bless You Peter for sharing this. For indeed it shall allow each of you to begin to
comprehend more fully, what I am about to share.
“But before I continue I wish to say something of the Seventh Seal.
“What you have to understand about the Seventh Seal is that like most things within the bible in
shrouded in untruths that speak of man’s punishment due to his sins. It creates imagery of retaliation,
reprisals, and retribution. So, unless one is well versed with Higher Understanding one will most
definitely get caught up in these illusionary falsities. Yet, within these presentations there is profound
Truth, that has the ability to uplift, enlighten, encourage and transmute all lies into Joy filled and
Harmonious Experiences.

“The First Seal is about Divine Will; The Second Seal, Omniscience; The Third Seal, Universal Love;
The Fourth Seal, Epiphany; The Fifth Seal, Forgiveness; The Sixth Seal, Truth; and The Seventh Seal,
Grace!
“So the Seventh Seal is all about the Virtue of Grace itself. And as you will know by now, Grace can
only come after one has fully transmuted and transcended all negative and shadow states of
Consciousness. Is the Elemental Grace Alliance all about the opening of the Seventh Seal? The Discourses
have all been a Divine Manifestation to fast track those whom commit themselves to such transmutations
of their own fear based manifestations and thought beliefs and programs. This is all about what I will
share in due course, so please remember this paragraph. I ask Peter to underline it for quick reference
later. Thank you!
“In your Discourses, Grace has been defined as:
“Grace is the breath of the Divine. Grace is a Presence that descends on humanity and like all the
Divine Qualities, it requires that one meets it halfway, which for humanity may seem a long way; (opening
the Seal from this side of the veil). This is after all a Perfected State in which everything about you and
your life will be changed permanently. When True Grace descends, it wipes out all past Karma in a flash.
It also wipes out the Karma of all your Ancestors and all their Ancestors. Grace softens and puts an end
to fear and leaves you in no doubt about your Divinity. If Grace touches you, you no longer have your
own destiny, but become a musical instrument played by the Cosmos. With Grace all human emotion is
instantly transformed into Love. Through Grace, the Universe has but one single wish – for you to
remember that you are Love and there is nothing in you but Love”. (Page 52 of the EGA Book)
“Upon opening the Seventh Seal, all previous Seals merge into the Seventh, they all become the One
Unification of Divine Consciousness, Unity Consciousness. In this opening, your Atmic bodies (that
relate to the First Six Seals) merge together into your Monadic Body (represented by the Seventh Seal)
The Seven Trumpets mean the merging of the seven layers of the human aura bodies: the Physical, Astral,
Mental, Causal, Buddhic, Atmic and Monadic.
“At the Collective Level, the opening of the Seventh Seal is the Sounding of the human race returning
to its original Adam, Lilith Kadmon Root Race. The opening of the Seventh Seal is also a Time Lock
that has been waiting for Eons for the right Resonant Vibrational Frequencies of The Time Keepers, to
facilitate and engage this opening upon All Levels of Vibrational Frequencies as well as in all Parallel
Worlds and Dimensions.
“That time has arrived, and you have been a Divine Part within this Evolutionary Moment! The
Seventh Seal is NOW OPEN, however there is going to be a small amount of time yet, to integrate this
opening through the 12th Ray Activations within each Soul and one last activation/initiation to take
which I shall share bring Light as we continue with a further introduction to this for you.
“The purpose of this Endeavor is to bring to mankind the Law of Life -- the Truth, which mankind
in applying, might weave into his/her own energies, thus regulating harmoniously all appearances in this
world, becoming Master of him/herself and as such Master of Self, each such one will then be a
contributing factor to the Light of the World. Throughout the Ages that have been, the Spiritual
Hierarchy of Sanat Kumara has been dedicated to bringing Truth to mankind through whatsoever
agencies were available and through whatsoever Spirits and Souls volunteered to “Assume” the
responsibility of sharing the Word of God and that Truth into a vibratory action that might be absorbed
and comprehended by the masses in each successive generation.
Within the Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses, My Beloved, The Maha Chohan told you this:

“In the early ages, these individuals and their particular groups of dedicated life streams worked always
in the privacy of the Great Temples of the Sacred Fire and the amount of Spiritual Wealth that infiltrated
the mass mind in those ages was determined both by the development and Nature of the Conductor, and
the Strength and Vitality of the ‘Forcefields’ which were voluntarily created by the individuals who stood
around such a One.
“This acted both as a Magnetic Field to draw the Truth and the Presence of the Master and as a
Radiating Centre through dedicated life streams who were prepared to carry that instruction to the
people. So many examples on both sides of the ‘Spheres of Influence’ could be mentioned here, but I Am
sure that you could create your own lists.
“In the previous Golden Ages, these ‘Forcefields’, were well known to the Priests and Priestesses Who
officiated in the various Temples dedicated to certain specific God Qualities; i.e. Protection, Healing etc.
The mass of the people often made pilgrimages to such foci of Specialized Blessings and Benedictions,
bathing in the full, gathered momentum already established there by those dedicated to this Service of
Magnetizing, Sustaining and Radiating their Gifts of Life for the Impersonal Blessings of all mankind
and Earth.
“Again, as We enter the Gates of the New 7th Golden Age of Freedom, We are endeavoring to
stimulate the desire within the hearts of the ‘few’ once again, to so establish such ‘Forcefields’. Thus, each
group becomes a Radiating Centre of certain God Virtues; also learning the Power of Concentration and
Impersonal Service. Mankind ‘en masse’ suffer from many limitations but the range of possible Services
is unlimited. Usually, in the unascended state, one individual strongly impressed by a desire to help his
fellowman, will catch a glimpse of one particular Service and then, in turn, through the Power of
Influence, Inspiration of gentle and unimposing degrees of Truth, gather around him/her self, others
who are interested in a similar Plan. These ‘Forcefields’ are like beautiful flowers upon the surface of
Mother Gaia. In time, all Disciples of these Radiating Centres will know what specialized activities are
required to Magnetize at certain points upon the Earth's surface and they, in turn, can and will, ask for
the assistance of such already established ‘Forcefields’ to assist them in other particular local areas of
crises.
“The purpose of the establishment of such ‘Forcefields’ is not to exploit the personality nor the
efficacy of any individual or group, but to so Magnetize and Sustain certain God Qualities so that they
are “always available free of charge for the use of all”; not just those who can pay for such privileges. It
is so that the Ascended Host Who offer all Their Momentums of Perfection to anyone, absolutely free
and without encumbrances, and the Universal Progress that results are an act of such Selfless Service. I
wish to once again establish My Transmission Flame Classes upon these Principles, which were originally
instigated at My Humble suggestion, so that the individual ‘Forcefields’ might Magnetize into Their
Momentums the already gathered Cosmic Momentums of the Ascended Master Retreats. This is done,
primarily, through the inbreathing of the Substance of the Flame and Virtue of the Retreat? Then, the
sincere and selfless Disciples, using the Magnetizing Centre of their ‘Forcefield’ will expand these Virtues
into their localities through the expansion and in and of their Inner Breath. Thus, unascended beings can
learn and discover a new experience to work with and expand the Services of the Ascended Master
Retreats, thus being of benefit to all of mankind”.

“Graded Radiation is not understood by individuals who provoke or scratch at the capacities of other
life streams to draw and condense certain Qualities and Gifts of the Godhead. However, it must be
understood by at least a few, to begin, in order to form a proper nucleus for the Magnetizing the greatest
amount of the Law which is applicable to the conditions which Govern the Evolution at a given moment,
that the Magnetic Field which is the ‘Sphere of Influence’ or Aura of every Life Stream is a Powerful
Factor in determining the Grants by the Cosmic Law of More Than Ordinary Release of Instruction

into the lower atmosphere of Earth. The discipline and preparation of the individual units who choose
to offer their Energies as such a Magnetic Field will determine how much of the Law which We have at
Our Release can be infiltrated through the consciousness of the receiving channel/s and then in turn sent
forth through the Messengers including the written word to the people.
“All people are no more ready to hear the deeper Truths of Life today than they were at the time of
Jesus, or of Buddha, or of Krishna, nor are they more ready to act as Magnetic Fields to draw that
Powerful Concentrated Energy, nor to take responsibility through their Own I Am Presence within a
Group dedicated to such a selfless and arduous task. That was until now!
“Time and Cosmic Law is seeing to that! When this is understood by a group of individuals and ‘I
Am’ Enabled, through limited Karma of those who choose to so avail themselves to create a permanent
‘Forcefield’, i.e. a Transmission Centre or Physical Retreat, a Christ Council or a Light Radiance
Community, I can in Good Conscience release the activities of the Sacred Fire which, if applied and
drawn through the Energies of those participating, will be all the proof that is required of the efficacy,
effectiveness, value and proficiency of the practical application of the Law. Those incorporating the
Truths given in the Energies of their own bodies will then be well prepared to carry that Truth into the
world of Form”.
End of excerpt.
As a Director who sits upon the Karmic Board of Directors, We have deliberated upon this very
Grant. It has been decided unanimously, to offer the Sun of Even Pressure Disciple Council this Grant
by the Cosmic Law of more than Ordinary Release of Instructions into the Combined Force Field known
as the Elemental Grace Alliance. I shall repeat, The Karmic Board of Directors is Granting the Sun of
Even Pressure Disciple Council a Dispensation to once again pass through another Ring of Consciousness
through a More Than Ordinary Release of Instructions for the benevolence of Humanity, The Elemental,
Devas and Angelic Host Kingdom in accordance to Cosmic Law.
This has never been offered before in the history of the human evolution anywhere within any God
Creation. This Grant is due to several different factors of consideration.
i)
Due to the pervading times of chaos within human consciousness that has
escalated to a level of need, to provide a greater calling for assistance within human existence
to create a more advanced awareness’s of the Qualities of Life and Freedoms of Spirit
through Divine Precipitation and Etherealization according to Universal Law.
ii)
The Continued and Sustained Commitment and Dedication of the Disciples of
the Elemental Grace Alliance who have shown, beyond any reasonable doubt, their
unwavering Service to this Divine Plan.
iii)
There have been several changing dynamics of consciousness within the free will
of human choice, once again slowing down the present unfurling and expansion of human
consciousness. We refer here to the potentials of warring conflicts. We wish to see an
alternative potentiality to occur.
iv)
The need for greater interaction between human beings on the ground and their
Divine Sponsors.
“Should you wish to feel into this more deeply, to understand Our Motives and Justifications here, I
would invite all who are reading this to revisit the Proposals put forward within the Elemental Grace
Alliance. These were given for good reason and some have opened themselves for further discussion and
deliberation by you, the Sun of Even Pressure Disciple Council. Hence, the beginning of the Grant of
more than Ordinary Release of Instructions.

“I shall leave this here for now to ponder over and ask for your due diligence on this at your earliest
conveniences.
“There is more!
“I Chohan Pallas Athena assumed the Office of the Goddess of Truth for this Evolution after Beloved
Godmother Vesta Evolved into Her Higher Aspects and Roles of Responsibility. This Embodiment of
Goddess of Truth is sustained within the Etheric Temple of Truth over the Island of Crete. I was one
of the first Cosmic Vestal Virgins under the Sponsorship of Beloved Vesta and held the Virtue of Truth
within the Electronic Belt around the Solar Sun. This responsibility required me to draw the Truth from
all Ages past, allowing Me Concrete Knowledge, thus my Patronage with the 5th Ray.
"I tell you this Dear Souls, the conscious cultivation of Truth, Harmony, Peace, Wisdom and Balance,
the sustaining of Divine Radiance, is never an accident. To understand Truth you must become Truth
through living in the Radiance of whatever measure of Purity God has given to you. Expanding it further
by conscious effort you will find at last a 'thinning of the veil' and eventually the 'Peaceful Valley' will
prove to be no mirage, for you will have entered into the Shangri-La or World of Divine Perfection
which the Father is.
"Oh, Precious Ones, We long for you to feel OUR FEELINGS, OUR CONVICTIONS, OUR
LOVE, and to endeavor to stir within you a DESIRE TO BECOME that which YOU can Divinely
Manifest.
"We would not speak to you on something Miraculous which you could not attain, any more than
you would tell a child that he or she could accomplish something that was beyond his/her talents or
capacities. That would be incorrect, even cruel. We NEVER present an idea for Manifestation which
We have not carefully deliberated upon, and for which, with much contemplation and invocation, We,
having looked over the life streams, chosen for their potential ability to Serve Our Cause we make Our
choices.
"It is a beautiful sight when a being desires to bring forth; new movement or a cause - to see that
being presented to Vesta to vest it with the Power to bring it forth, and then, in cooperation with certain
Ascended Master Sponsors, go through the Seven Spheres and look at the Glory of the Causal Bodies,
and ask for the assistance of certain ones who are prepared. You see, I AM the Godmother of Messengers
- yes, all of the Messengers that carry the Word. The Word of Truth, no matter how limited its
expression, carries part of My Life through it. And when the Beloved Vesta Invests HER Energy to a life
stream into a cause pertaining to the carrying of Truth to mankind, or any evolutionary scheme, then
such a one must come to Me.
“Beloved Hearts, You have earned the Right to come before Me, so that I may Endow and Bestow
All My Qualities and Virtues upon you. Few know of this Process and for good reason. I have shared
with you today with the Intention to Ignite the Golden Flame of the 12th Ray within your Hearts. I have
come to hold the Seventh Seal Open from both sides of the veil so that you may have greater capacities
to receive the Grant of more than Ordinary Release of Instructions into the Combined Force Field known
as the Elemental Grace Alliance.
“Should you accept these offerings and opportunities, discuss the procedure you would all like to
embrace and it shall be Given Unto You All, both individually and as a Group.

“Thank you for your Patience, Your Dedication, Your Focus of Intentions to become the Christed
Ones that Bridge the gaps of Consciousness within Humanity and for the Elementals, Devas, Angelic
Host Kingdoms.
“I Am The Chohan Pallas Athena in Your Service, Embracing each of you with the Mother’s Love
and the Joy of Life Itself in Truth! Call upon Me once again after you have reached your decisions, so
We may together proceed with enthusiasm, readiness and Zeal.
And So It Is!

